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Abstract

The semiclassical approximation -- the familiar sum of frequencies -- to

the quantum-mechanical masses of solitons is ambiguous in theories with super-
i..

symmetric couplings:  The approximation is unacceptably sensitive to the defil, 1-

tion of the infinite-volume limit.  The ambiguity can be resolved by means of
:I

a systematic mass-calculation procedure derived from the supersymmetry algebra.

We apply this method to a large class of two-dimensional models, and find

that in 0(%) the quantum-mechanical mass of a kink differs from its classical

mass by a universal expression that has no dependence on the details of the

NoTic[                                 interaction.  The difference contains an ultraviolet divergence that exactly
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by a kink-antikink pair.  Contrary to naive expectations these amplitudes

are not identical; they nevertheless satisfy a supersymmetry Ward identity.
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' ultraviolet divergences  in / d coming  from its dependence  on bare parameters.

I.  General Program. (For examples, see the discussion accompanying equations (2.45a) and (2.45b)) .

Physically, this means that the energy needed to produce an isolated
We want to explain how the supersymmetry algebra can be used to solve

soliton  from the vacuum-expression  (1.11-is not in general  the  same  as
a problem in the calculation of soliton masses.

its mass, and this is not unreasonable.  The mass is related only to the
The familiar semiclassical approximation to the soliton mass [1]

work needed to move the soliton, once produced, from place to place; while
takes the form

the excitation energy can include the effects of work done against restoring

forces at the boundaries.

M  =   1'\91   T    , (* u.   - 46Q.)
1 3 In order to see how the supersymmetry algebra can be used to deal with

such a problem, consider the quantum field theories in two-dimensional
(1.1)

-   1  (E. co.  -  4 w.)     + 0('1·') . spacetime described by the Lagrangian densities [3]

,

The first term is the classical mass as it depends on the bare parameters in
.( =  iI (9*Ce)(3'.Ce)  -  vcce,2  + ip (20- v'(Ce,1 It'l . (1.2)

-- the Lagrangian; expressed in terms of physical parameters, it depends1
implicitly on * [2].  The first sum adds up the eigenfrequencies of oscilla-

The   fields     9     and     l'     are a scalar   and a two-component Majorana   spinor
tion of the Bose fields about an isolated soliton (whence the subscript "s") ;

respectively.  If the gamina matrices are defined by
the second sum adds up the corresponding eigenfrequencies of Fermi fields.

The final two sums cover the frequencies of oscillation about the vacuum.

fo  E  TA      ,      '6, E   i 6 , (1.3)
An ultraviolet cutoff is used to keep the sums and the counter-terms finite,

and the volume is assumed finite in order to make the normal modes discrete.
then the Majorana condition means that the field operator 11'  is Hermitian.

Thus, (1.1) depends on the momenta cutoff, and on the boundary conditions
If the Euler-Lagrange equations are satisfied, then the supercurrent,

restraining the fields at the edges of the volume.  Ideally these dependences
defined by

1        should disappear as the cutoff and the volume both become infinite.

              The problem is that when the fermions couple to the soliton as they 52 s [ 09 + i V(Ce)1·ey'
(1.4)

4                    do   in supersymmetric models these dependences  do not disappear.     One  can

even choose boundary conditions such that in the infinite-volume limit,
is divergenceless, regardless of the specific form of the function V.

the ultraviolet divergences in the frequency sums do not cancel the
Nevertheless, the integrated supercharge

'b
4-
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(minus the number of antisolitons) in the volume.

CR    E         \   4 x 5 0 (1.5) The algebra (1.6) is naive because its construction depends on

cancellations between Dirac delta functions arising from the commutation

does not transform as a spinor under boosts and is not conserved when the relation of the BBse field and delta functions arising from the anticommutation

volume is not infinite, because of boundary effects.  Of course similar relations of the Majorana fields:  In fact these should not be regarded as             :

statements can be made about the integral of the density of linear momentum. the same delta function. The first delta function is given by a sum over a

Thus we are led to make the distinction Between the algebra of finite- complete set of normal modes of the Bose field

volume integrated charges and the algebra of conserved charges.

A naive application of the canonical commutation and anti-commutation S (x, 23= .IL Ce. Cx, ce.* C, ,) (1.8)

relations leads to the algebra [41

while the other delta function is expressed in the same way but in terms of

L\A LL the modes of the Dirac equation.  Since the Fermi and Bose fields in general

(Q i) =  H  f p
satisfy different boundary conditions it follows that the two sets of modes

1 Q.L , Q.LI= 27L (1.6) are complete in different spaces of functions, so that the two delta function

are not identical.

where
(9-/  is defined by A more serious'shortcoming is to be found in the nature of the infinite

volume limit of the integrated charges.  Our experience in the theory of

0,5   4  (QL  f QLA (1.7) free fields is that the conserved momentum of the infinite volume system

is to be defined as the operator whose matrix elements between any two

The  subscripts  "1"  and  "2"  in (1.7) refer to the upper and lower components sufficiently localized states, 11'> and 12>, is given by

of the Column vector defined  in  (1.5).  11  and  P  are the canonical Hamiltonian

and   moment,im. The superscript   L  on Q:, H,  and P signi fies   that the <11P 12>E lim  <lipL'2>.            (1.9)
L-400

appropriate charge densities are integrated only over the quantization volume,

whose  boulidaries  are  at   X =  fL /2   .    The operator onimutes  with  HL   ' PL In general, the definition (1.9) has as a consequence that
L

and     Qt         and con depend   on the boundary conditions.       In the leading   semi-

classical approximation, 7 essentially counts the total number of solitons

\
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T need bear no simple relation to any of the 'rt, because the canonical

<1 1 P212 >  0    1,.     <1  1 (P6)a 1 2> . manipulations entail performing the algebraic operations before takin
g the

L-400
(1.10)

infinite-volume limit.

Although we have no proof, we want to conjecture that (1.11) is true,
This is easy to check explicitly in the theory a free scalar field of mass  1 64

with E differing from the canonical Hamiltonian H only by a (usually infinite)
that vanishes at x= * L/2 ; in this case one finds, for example, that

<oi (p'Y  lo'> =   AW LE    [1- (-lf'"]1 (PY)'(9')' DS'(5wi(11')
C-number.  If we also suppose -- as is natural -- that the column vector Q

h)m>O :a correctly transforms as a Lorentz spinor under boosts, then E is forced to

[w(Fl + wef)] be       (A' + P*)4
. It is hard to see how the calculations in Sec. II

K,                                                        could work so wellotherwise.

ae (A   \
=    E-   10ak,  Jokwa K;K j GS'(K.)Co#(ks) It is the algebra in the form (1.11) that is to be used to calculate

L-400
· [ ocK,) + (*)(Wail-*

the soliton mass in a manner independent of boundary effects.  The procedure

begins by taking the expectation value of  say,   Q   in the state    |S>   that

describes an isolated soliton at rest.  According to the algebra this must
00 (1.108)

' be the soliton mass, M, up to the normalization of   1 53  .   We cali imagine

inserting a complete  set of states between  the two powers  of        Q +
whereas < O 1  p* 1 o'> vanishes. The function w(K) is defined as

Because Q+ commutes with the Hamiltonian, the states that contribute

Ct#+ Kap ;  A  is an ultraviolet cutoff.  In other wo
rds,

to the sum must be degenerate with ls)  and have the same topological

the infinite volume limit does not commute with algebraic operations.  O
f

properties, but the opposite fermion number.  But in each of these two-

course, the same things are true for  Qk
dimensional theories there  is  only one such state  --  it  is the state     I S* >

Thus, if there   is a supersymmetry algebra involving the conserved
related to |S   by the occupation of a normalizable zero frequency mode

infinite-volume charges, then we might rather expect it to have the for
m

of the Dirac equation [51.  Thus we have the relation

Q = E + P M= 1 <s*l Q+15312  = Ii. 1<s'IG>tls>12
(1.11)

1.-4 00

1 Q.,  0-i  =  2.i,
0 1/m <slcutrls>, (1.12)

where  the new operator  E  need not  be  the  same  as  11, and l:400

As  we  shall  see in Section  III, this matrix clement  of Q+ takes  the  form
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of·an overlap integral, with the zero mode's wave function appearing as a Alternatively, one might determine the mass by computing the

weighting factor.  Because the wavefunction vanishes rapidly away from the coefficient of the quadratic term in the expansion of the canonical

center of the soliton, effects due to the boundaries make no contribution. energy (11) of an isolated soliton in powers of its momentum (P)

This is not to say that if one didn't know about the superalgebra one
e

could not correctly compute the mass.  One would, however, have to resort M (p')= ED + (M* + Pf = E, + M + ik + 0(pv)
(1.14)

to some much more complicated technique.  For example: we were saying

earlier that the right-hand-side of (1.1) was not necessarily the mass The additive constant E, represents the dlvergent par l   .  This

because, crudely speaking, it could include the effects of work done against is the method of calculation advocated in references 161 and [71.  In such

restoring forces at the boundary. However, the same method of frequency an approach the physical interpretation of the parameter M  is unambiguous.

·sums applied to a widely separated soliton-antisoliton  ( SS) pair is not Ilowever, this technique suffers from some practical drawbacks.  In the first

subject to the same criticism because creating such a pair does not entail place, one can make sense of the representation (1.14) only if the operators

changing the values of the classical field at the edges of the volume. Thus H  and P commute,   so  that  they  can be simultaneously diagonalized.    As  we

one expects the expression have said, this is not consistent with most boundary conditions used for

defining the quantum fields.  It turns out that in two-dimensional spacetime,

AM I  YM.,  +    (Z (.05 - /40.)-  1 (IC.>,- f'8.) for some -- but not all -- choices of the potential  V(CP) one can find

Sr m                                V boundary conditions (generalizations of periodicity) that do permit H and P to

+oc·e, (1.13) commute and that also permit the quantization volume to contain precisely

one soliton (see the Appendix for details).  In spacetimes of higher dimension

to have no boundary-condition problems.  In two-dimensional spacetime, it's likely that such a quasiperiodicity --  if conceivable at all  -- could

calculations based on (1.13) are actually no more difficult than calculations be achieved only after the shape of the quantization volume had been chosen

based  on  (1.1),   and  we  exhibit  one  explicitly  in  Section'  III. Ilowever, to satisfy some geometrical restrictions -- intuitively, one expects the

in spacetimes of higher dimension, this is less likely: In such cases, the volume to have to be a section of some kind of right cylinder.  Thus, a

difficulty of a calculation is frequently inversely related to the.size of spherical volume and therefore a spherically symmetric calculation would

the symmetry group that one can exploit; and the symmetry group of a pair probably be ruled out.  Moreover, calculations of this kind entail the

is much smaller than the symmetry group of an isolated soliton. evaluation of Feynman diagrams containing nonlocal vertices that depend

explicitly on the eigenvalue P.  Even in two dimensions, these are cumbersome           ·

structures.
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One can proceed in yet a third way if the quantum field theory has a spatial variations of the fields with wavelength shorter than 211/A ,

factorizable S-matrix. In such models soliton masses can be determined One advantage of the calculation based on perturbations about the

from the theory of perturbations about the vacuum (see the Appendix). soliton-antisoliton pair is that the physical significance of (1.14)

In two dimensions, the only model likely to have this property, with a becomes clearer.  One finds that for certain potentials (1.16) is a reflection

Lagrangian  o f  the  form   (1.2), is the supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory   [8] : of the following relationship: In the semiclassical approximation the

amplitude for elastic forward scattering of an elementary fermion (created

V (43 =  Le Sin(X n 91 (1.15) by T ) by the SS  pair -- no matter hoW complicated .- must be equal to

a                                                                .the amplitude for forward scattering of elementary bosons, but multiplied

l'he   subscript   "B" here signi fies   that the parameters   are   bare. In spacetimes by the potential.independent factor

of dimension higher than two, the appropriate generalizations of the
/ LK + A  

factorization property are not known. C  iw -7 J, (1.17)

We infer from the foregoing remarks that in spacetimes of dimension

higher than two, the method based on the algebra (1.11) and its generalizations where 4k     is   the proj ectile momentum.

may  be  the  only  practical  way to compute the masses  of exten'Jed objects. It's interesting to ask if thi.s relation between scattering amplitudes

No  matter  how the soliton masses in models described  by  (1.2) are is consistent with supersymmetry because it might naively have been anti-

calculated one finds certain regularities that should be highlighted. The cipated that the behavior of fermions and bosons should be identical,

most striking feature is that the difference between the classical mass and Consider for example, the supersymmetry Ward identity

the mass with all quantum-mechanical corrections satisfies

i A AK 0= <fsr I [G+, Sllbse>, (1,18)

M., - Al -  /2 [1   +    J. Jt·"K• 1  + 001.'3. (1.16)

where         is the scattering operator.   I b Si) represents an elementar  boson

independent of the form of V, provided only that classically the soliton (momentum Kk ) incident  upon a soliton-antisoliton  pair  at  rest,  and    Iffs>

field interpolates between two adjacent zeroes of V, and that V' takes signifies an elementary fermion leaving a static soliton-antisoliton pair.

on  equal and opposite values in those two classical vacua.    In  (1 ·16)  r The action of Q+ is such that when the phases of the states are defined
is the physical mass of the elementary Bose particle created by  CP   ( so appropriately, the Ward identity is equivalent to

that in vacuo IV'lir + 0(4)  )  and  /\     is  a momentum parameter cutting  off
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0 = 44 JK + 6(K) I< besl S t bsi> - <fist SlfsE>l particle masses in this model obey the universal relation

+  JK- /<f 95/  S / bss,   - <fss*IS/l,ss> M = <F'> Jta +Di
(1.20)

)

+<fsrt Slbs*-5> - <Fs-315/6ss*>l where   t   and 3 represent electric and magnetic charge,   and  <F >  is   the

magnitude of the scalar fieldS vacuum expectation value.  E  is quantized

in terms of some unit e  and 3 is quantized in units of   [21.  One

(1.19) . would like to know whether or not the apparent symmetry between electric

and magnetic charge is characteristic of other features of the model as

where, as before, w(K)  is   9 1 + Wa)/2   and   Sw (SM) signifies well, and whether or not the symmetry survives quantization.  If trite,

a(n)  (anti)soliton with a fermion bound in the zero-frequency mode. Thus this Montonen-Olive conjecture I10] would mean a dynamical symmetry

it's apparent that supersymmetry does not necessitate equality of the two relating processes  at very different mass scales,  because the ratio  of  the

. it   relates,
elastic amplitudes.  InsteadAthe difference between the elastic amplitudes mass of an elementary pole to that of an elementary. charge is, according to

to a linear combination of charge-exchange amplitudes.  This is not implausible, (1.20),

because even though the charge exchange amplitudes are, for weak coupling, =11·
Mve 1 0
Ke- =  24 = Zir<

-       much smaller than the elastic amplitudes,  t'4  is much larger than < A, so (1.21)

that all the contributions to (1.19) can turn out to have the same order of

magnitude.  We shall verify the Ward identity (1.19) by explicit calculation The conjecture in its original form referred to a model containing only

in Sec. III. the vector and scalar fields,.and only in the limit in which the Iliggs

It will be interesting to use these techniques to calculate the first potential vanishes (Prasad-Sommerfield limit) .   Ilowever in order to cancel

quantum-mechanical correction  to  the  mass  of  the   ' t ilooft- Polyakov magnetic ultraviolet divergences in Feynman graphs involving gauge meson exchange,

monopole in one of the supersymmetric gauge theories in four-dimensional there  must  be a nonzero Iliggs potentiai. In other words, on account  of

spacetime.  We have in mind the model describing a gauge field, a scalar radiative corrections the quantum mechanical Prasad-Sommerfield   limit   does

field, a pseudoscalar field and a Dirac spinor field, all in the adjoint not exist.

representation of the gauge group SU(2) 19].  In the classical limit, all Hence the virtue of the supersymmetrically extended model :  The constraints

Ltu..1-zzt 7.6
on the potential  that  lead  to (1.20)/1 notAviolated by the counterterms.
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Thus, if one wants to verify -- or disprove -- the Montonen-Olive conjecture, (1.1),  and  the  arguments  in  ref.   [4]  do  not  take  into  account  the  ineqmlity

the  way  to  do  it   is   in the stipersymmetric model. We hope to report  on a (1.10) and the corresponding inequality for the supercharges.  The reader is

calculation of the quantum corrections to this model's monopole mass in a referred to these papers for the relevant details.

subsequent publication.
II.  The Mass Calculation derived from the supersymmetry algebra.

In the next section we shall show in detail how to use the relation

(1.12) to derive equation (1.16).  In Section III we shall derive the mass One adequate working definition of a quantum soliton identifies it  as

correction  from  the pair formula  (1.13) and verify  the Ward identity  (1.19) . the ground state of the quantum field theory constructed by a perturbation

3,
l'here   are some additional comments on these results in Section IV. series about a classical  solution of the Euler-Lagrange field equations   [13] .

In an appendix we discuss in more detail the role of the spinor fields When the volume is finite, the ground state is discrete and normalizable.

in the calculations based on the energy expansion (1.14) and on the Thus, expectation values of time-ordered products of operators in the soliton

factorization  of the S-matrix. Although this material   is not immediately state can be expressed in the usual way as a series of connected Feynman

related to our main theme -- supersymmetry -- it may be of independent graphs  [141.

-

interest.  In any case, in the appendix we shall also indicate how to The vertices are defined by the cubic and higher terms in the

use these two additional techniques to recheck the result (1.16) yet two expansion of the Lagrangian in powers of the fluctuations,

more times.

i = tuactratic + i [-i (3 V, (X)\/&(*) +v(X)v3(x))42(x)
There are published reports of several proofs that in supersymmetric

tlieories ti,e differences between the quantum mechanical and classical
-  9 00 C va (x) 7(x) + 4 vi (x) 71(y) ) 4' (x)1

masses of solitons vanish identically [4], 191, Ill], [12].  Clearly

the right-hand side of (1.16) is not zero, so there is disagreement.  If M

is indeed equal to Mct , then  \  is actually not defined in perturbation +  11, fter  or c er,
theory, because the classical mass is a function of the bare parameters in (2.1)

the  Lagrangian,  and at least  some of these parameters depend in divergent

ways on the ultraviolet cutoff.  The right-hand side of equation (1.12) where we have defined

by contrast, turns  out to precisely cancel  the ultraviolet divergence  in /14.

We  belicyp the origins  of the discrepancies are these:  The  arguments in refs.

f91 ,   1111   and   112]  do  tiot  take into account the shortcomings  of  cq,lation

vB(x)s  v<MIC.IN (X)1 (2.2)
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15 "Star" means complex conjugation;  E  and  J- are to be takon to zero after

all  calculations  - E first,  then   S      .    The  role  of  S   is to regularize   the

and artificial infrared divergences one induces by choosing to st,idy the

system in a translation-noninvariant way. 1lte normal modes are independent

9, (x) E   9(x) -   C.PS (x). (2.3) of time and satisfy the eigenvalue equations

The
, propagntors are determined as usual   by  the di fferential operators  in

the quadratic   part of    i                                                                                                           I -2 12·  +  v\4  + v,11 'in = co,1 7. (2.7)

I O  +  v(xl VA (x,  + vi (,011   GO (X, x,) = -11320(-xi) [ i Y,   36      -vil   "It    =   w,„  Yo   '11 .
(2.8)

Ii,0 - v.(xflab G a, (X, r)= 16 Saa, 52(X-X'). (2.4) In (2.8)  COF. is taken to be positive. The modes R and   satisfy (2.7)

and (2.8) with eigenvalues zero.  All the wavefunctions ln,  Fi   and   '4'n
DJ

If  Ps is independent of time, then the propagators can be expressed are normalized to one; '4'  is normalized to one-half because it is self-

as Fourier integmls: conjugate.  The eigenvalue sequences hland 14.i·re not necessarily identical .

The classical soliton solution fg satisfies the virial equation [2]
4 f -4'(t- t.)4

Grj    (  r,  X'  i t-t' ) .     rr    i &(A) e 141(47: Q.  .J-9£
h                                                                                         -32   =    V (c&(X)). (2.9)

(2.5)

.  <CQI _  W nt L'E    
[The equation for the antisdliton has a minus sign on the right-hand side.]

iw(t-t') It follows that

+  7(*) i(xl (co:-51+4.Er'  s     aw  Go (x,xle) e

;l (x) = vcx,/J.KI (2.10)4

V(

G„  (x, x'i  t -t·f"  =  21. J,tw e. i (t-,1'0  2 »..Cx)  lit* 6(x.) Ce-'*'p" i,Er' 9 "' ,           LE:21 ( : } .
(2.11)

+ 4.*&, r.(x,) C«,+cj, -,·Erl +9·(X) 9'o ')
(2.6)

r -iw(t-t').1-+ .st]-fy.  E f J«•G„ (A,x'i«,) e IL WHE
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In computing the normalizations, one uses the identity The vertices marked by crosses signify expansion of the integrated super-

charge in powers of 7 :

M...1\,1,[(9)'+V[9.0,)1'1 - raxvt (2.12)

L  t4 = Jax (*gs +iv(x) +,07 +Ev,(x)r .a consequence of equation (2.9).  Away from the center of the soliton

(which we assume  is near x = 0)   \AX) goes rapidly to zero.  \4x)  is the weighting
factor mentioned in Section I.

Otir  goal  is to determine the leading (one-loop) quantum-mechanical                                                                                             +   2 Ys (X) 9   t. . . )Y O 11'. (2.15)

correction to

The other vertices represent terms   in the expansion   (2.1)   of the interaction.

1   <s*   1  Q+L  IS) 11 (2.13) The solid and dashed lines represent Fermi and Bose propagators respectively.

Omission of tadpole graphs from Figure 2 is deliberate and amounts to a

in the limit of infinite L.  This is obtained by computing the one-loop renormalizat ion   of the soliton expectation  of    Cf    :,   so   that    <¥2>     may,be

terms in the diagrammatic expansion of assumed to vanish order-by-order in the perturbation series.  Otherwise

4'(t-t')6) . expansion  of   the   interaction   in  powers   of    r         would   not   define   a   self-

-if <sIT[Qt(t), Qi (fills>(1 at (2.14) .consistent approximation theory.

The singularities in the diagrams at CO=   t LE are due entirely

mid isolating the poles at CO= *4'€
. One learns from inserting a complete to the singularities in   G,   at   cO= £4£ . Thus,  applying  the  Fey,iman

L
set of intermediate states between the two factors of CD  that the residue rules, the contribution of the graph in Figure 1 to the residue of each of

of each of these poles is precisely expression (2.13). the  poles  at    CO= SL.£       is

The leading and one-loop diagrams contributing to (2.14) are shown

in Figures 1 and 2.

fax i cT [09,(x) +iv(x)1'1•9(x, 1

· f.tx' [ 9 7(x,) I-09,(11'1 +,v(K')1Yoci
(2.16)

=    MCI,
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C Tt), KIt
4'1        J V(x)  ECTC,-6.3) Y° Gp* (x,Tiw= 0)  G"c (z.,z:,-w)  4;(z,) f

where C  is a column vector that projects out  Q+,

/ 1\CE  l,) (2.17)
. \4(z,) G'3(z.,z,;w) V,(zi) clxcili,az,C W

,,

(7TT'1 JK'and   "T" means matrix transposition. The graphs in Figures   2.a   and 2.b -          44         1\4 (z,)Go (z.,-Laiw) Va(z,)   1 (z,irGFc  (z.,7.;.co )
together contribute

GFc (z„ x';w=o) Y' (,+r,ly°C  V(x,) az, c#z, ax'aco
-    Ge (14, Kit=E) V(x)\4 (K) Clx. (2.18)

41'£ MCI f  f A
The contribution of the graph in Figure 2.6 is

-,    1  l 7(z.ir¥0 31. IGFC (z.,24; -co)1 lp(zl) I

-   f V(xi le(,-S)Y°GFC: (x,zi w=oj lp(z)I (2.20)

.  \4 (2,) Go (z., z, 1 (0) \4(z,)dtz, az, Ace.

V3(z) Go (z,Z, t. t') axdz The graphs in Figures 2.e and  2. f together contribute

_ 911Ti' RI  f   f      r_    .   (7) Gls (z, z; t·ti) 4'T(zl y°GFC  (z, K'Iw=0)Yo 4      J l.crl<-Lb¥o -* F  +iv,(x,) GB (x,z;ce))

' C|+ 4) 7°C  V(x,) azax; (2.19) . YOGFC (A,zi-co) 1>(z)  \4 (z) axdz cew                              . 

where    GFc     differs  from  G,  by omission of the poles at    W.*.'E     .   The                      t   811 i BB      i {i;(Z 11° Gpc (z, X'i-co)Y°[G/'WY.-y, ifl.,  +LV, (x,))
subscript "C" stands for "continuum" because the modes that contribute to  GFC
fill dut the continuous part of the spectrum when L  becomes infinite.

.  Ge (z, x'; w  Y°C  Va (z)dlzax'aco.
rhe contribution of the graph in Figure 2.d to. tile residue of the poles

(2.21)

at     Ce= t.£'E   is                                                                                                                                              
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The graph shown in Figure 2.g has no pole at W = 0. (2.20) vanishes identically.

Reduction of these expressions begins with the observation that in Let us now substitute into the last integral in (2.20) the definitions

terms of the upper and lower components,  11),  and   124 , of the Majorana of     Ga    and   Gp, in terms of normal modes, and carry out the 60 integration

spinor, the Dirac eigenvalue equation (2.8) is equivalent to by the method,of residues, in order to obtain

[-  i.     +    v v,    +  v.'lle,.     ,*,w 1,', (2.22)
-1' \1& t wi'  (W- + 0,- ),[vo.,v. cz.17. c=.1][vcz.,v, (z., 'l: cz.,]

(2.23)
.Ittk-(Z.) 111-(2,) + '1'... (z.) '1'.. (r.,1]a,.&*.

-i c.>,  11'A =     ( *   -  V. (x) 1 42„

Eqiiation (2.23) is true qulte generally; equation (2.22) is true only when

-4'  \   126   ka-'(T-•co,-r  [v(z.,v, (2.,e (z.,1 Iv(2.) V.(2.),l(Z,)]
the virial relation (2.9) is satisfied [11] .  As a consequence, the lower components

by themselves satisfy 1.*
.

Ill'2..(Z.) 411 (z.)   +  ri.* (z.)  11'..(z1)13&z.cwz: .
J (2.24) (2.26)

I - 3ii,          -   V V    +   V,']  1,:-    ,   11''  .

When (OF is nonzero, one learns from (2.22) that One can see that it would be convenient to be able to perform the integrations

by parts necessary to justify the equation

r cli
f vcx) ,- (x) Jlx=    4.  f vcx) L-5,+Vv,+V.'l 7,(x)4x f V(x)\4 (X) rln (X)  11'.,r.  (X)  c x

di__L C r k · tf 4,„(*)[-32,+vv,+v,,]70(x,-     4    ,  r. (x) l -,ip + VV, + V,4 VO,1 . x
(2.25)

I f r 2

. O.                                                                                                                                        -       1  0 cx,  1.-56.-v'4  + v.'11't,- (XJ
The integrations by parts are acceptable because V falls off very rapidly

away from the center of the soliton.  As a consequence of (2.25) each
-   1  (44, - COL ) \ 11'       (K,O    (xj 4*,

(2.27)

10.        e
term in expression '(2.19)  and  each  of the first two terms in expression
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the unit normalization equally.
and  others   like   it.     Thus tlie natural boundary conditions  for thls calculation

Now it is permissible to use equation (2.27) and similar relations
have both  v    and 4'<   vanishing at the end points of the quantization

in order to transform expression (2.26) into

volume.  We adopt these conditions for the remainder of this section.

This is an acceptable way in which to define a quantum field theory:  If the                                     1

- fl.   F     (won- (OF-)
1  \ 1. c,) 4,"  (,0    1 2Euler-Lagrange equations are satisfied, then in general the canonical 9 L CO

n,M en

Hamiltonian obeys

A    .    f   01[  (44)(a.9')   -   4   '9Y' p] d x. (2.28)

-   #  2  [ S-' G,:m  -2 ,0,.]  l  \ picx,  ¥.,- (,) 4 "1:

i.3/                                                                                                                                                                                                      (2.29)
Clearly  when          and 11'< vanish  at  the end points,         11    Andependent  of

time, as it should be.  Equation (2.28) is classical, but one reaches the
Terms that vanish with J  have been omitted.

same conclusion when the field operators are properly ordered.
It will be useful to rearrange the summations in (2.29) so that it

Let us record, in passing, this contrast:  If 1=0 a t the ends of
becomes

the q,tantization volume, then the expectation values of 9 at the two

ends are not the same; whereas in the vacuum -- which contains no solitons -- - t J (09„  \ 'tx'14 9. cx) Iii 26 11'... (x) W,B (.j)] 0 (·s)

the two expectation values must be equal.  Thus, if the theory is defined by
li'

these boundary conditions then the last two sums in (1.1) cannot be sensibly + 1
26   '...  \&"ll,1 re'.... cx, [ic•' l('S, + . 1'1. (*17. 19] 4'4- (' )

evaluated.  On this account one might instead prefer to require that   J, yl r ai
vanish at the boundaries, but then the calculations described in this section

-* 2. Cool \'9,(1117. (A 2-id-v(x)\4(x) +V,(41
would become more difficult.

With our choice of boundary conditions,   we may assume that every 7n .  ' I'l& "'•.- c*, ",.- c':,1 ,·('S,
and lit„ is real; (equivalently,   4„- is imaginary)  and  that  the set

consisting of -1 and the q,, and the set i,Jir les,mi  each make up an                                                            A
orthonormal basis for the functions that vanish at the endpoints of the -  * 3-' 11 axat;») 1 -f, -v(x)v*(x) + V,(i)' 1

(2.30)

quantization volume.  The factor of     is introduced because in the

large-volume limit the upper and lower components of each spinor mode share
.

IK ZE 'r''M (x, .11.'.. c.s)] FLGS).
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Strictly speaking one should not immediately replace the inner completeness about the asymptotic behavior of the scattering states of the Scl,rodinger-

sums in (2.30) with Dirac delta functions because of the ultraviolet cutoff. type equations (2.7) and (2.24).  For every positive K , there is a scattering

Let us do so anyway; one can justify this step by using the kinds of solution of (2.7) that looks like

estimates discussed in reference [7].  Our final expression for the last term

<f)( -4.W x
in (2.20) is then e     + Re (2.33a)

- t Ju,B„    +  4 Ju),-    -  4 ig GJZ.\4*9.0'  1-*:-vv, +V,'37.(KI
far to the left of the soliton, and like

f A'

-   -# S.' \ axeic*)  1 -ak· -vv, + v.'i oux) TKX
(2.33b)Te

. -b '„04  +  6(.'.-   + 5, 4' 1 \4" (q.f VV, far  to the right. The functions  T  and R depend  on   K , satisfy the unitarity

relationship ,

+   & S.' \ a K (g)' v \4. (2.31)

I T I    +   I R'l=  1 (2.34)

One finds by similar manipulation the same result for expression (2.21)

but with an extra overall factor of (-2). and approach one and zero, respectively as K   becomes infinite.  Because

In toto, the soliton mass through one-loop order -- the sum of (2.16), the  potential  is real, there  is  a linearly independent solution looking  like

(2.18), (2.21) and (2.31) -- is

M =   lim   1 < 5* I Q+Is>12 -4'K X 4. M X
(2.35a)6, O%                                             e    + R' e

- i'- IM., + 4·I'»..- *J#k#„ +Oct')i. far to the left and like

L.4 0 (2.32)

_* -4,4Xi e (2.3Sb)

11,is has roughly  the same structure  as the naive formula  (1.1),  but  the

factor (1/4) is anomalous. far   to the right.      Each   of these modes has frequency         C W '+te)  +  0 (4)

One  solves  for the discrete frequencies  in  (2.32) by using information
because we are assuming as stated in Section I that as the soliton field
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<»:b' far to theA . We see that the transmission coefficient for
interpolates between two adjacent zeroes of V, the function  V'(Ce)

equation (2.24) is
interpolates between  1:/U +OC©

Each eigenfunction of (2.7) that vanishes at the end points of the
-r C al:te )

quantization volume is a linear combination of such solutions for so
me K .

,

\  i W -3/A   ./ ,
(2.39)

The boundary conditions   on        4              give   one   a   pair  of   simultaneous   linear and the reflection coefficient.is

equations   in two unknowns, with compatibility condition

- R (f ) (2,40)4WL - -44<L
Te - 7,e - T*R-TR: (2.36)

Therefore the boundary conditions on '4 m  are compatible, if and oniy if
Equations (2.22) and (2.23) allow one to characterize the scattering

L'(WL +ata€' ) -i (WL + A ta'-, P)solutions of the fermion equation (2.24) in terms of the scattering solutions Te -T'/6
to (2.7) since (2.7) and (2.22) are identical.  Thus for each positive  K

1 1,4there  is one solution  of  (2.24) with energy  ik (W . 4  , that converges  to
= T*R-TR* (2.41)

LKX -4\/t,X
(i w -r, e + RGik-r)€. For large L, the solutions to the scalar quantization equation (2.36)

(2.37a)

are given approximately by

far to the left of the soliton and approaches

i*X K = 99 - t [sc"z)- c-if A (fF)1 +0(Ye), (2.42)

(£. H +tA) T e (2.37b)                      0

where I and  &  are defined by
far to the right.  There is another linearly independent solution that

looks like

I E  Ar% T
-iK* ti \«

(-6. w -r) e + R*. (ik -t# le (2.38a)

(2.43}T* 12- TR* s 12' ITI Sin 6,far +0 the  left  an& 1,We)

and n is any integer compatible with nonnegative K . 011( mny ass,Ime-iNX
7-*(-i*+1*le CA.3913)
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that T  and 8  vanish for infinite K  .  The corresponding solutions This is the result stated in the first section as equation (1.16).

to the spinor quantization equation (2.41) are given by Let us observe in passing: One computes   in   the   same  way  that   if     , r 

and 112 vanish at the ends of the volume, then

K     =     1LM-  t[,(e )-(-1, 6  (13)]
P.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       (A   Clk  1

1(I,9.- I,«.)- 1 11.6,4-2«,.),-*b'  v».1. '2.45.1
- t[2-lu.-'12'] +O(>13). (2.44)                                               c v       v

Alternatively, if a,rl  and .4>, vanish at the boundaries, then one instead

For very large cutoff A the maximum value  of m (=AL/IT) exceeds has

the maximum value  of n  by one, since    2 tah-' 9  approaches TT for

infinite  K    .    The minimum values  of n and m are equal  ( S no ). We ik(T-'0.- *c».1 - #( w.- «'.j. 0.
(2.45b}

write therefore This is the ambiguity mentioned in the first section.

We. want to conclude this section by showing that the divergent part of

ti' - 1

f.   /62              -       S       0              -     4       5.       5
1/'r" a'*H- F) (2.45) exactly cancels the ultraviolet divergences in 814.

n           an               7    1;      Pm     -    Zi. ZL.    L  4 c  L J  +F
+

+ 0(>L') Inino J (if)'./"'
In  general,      Mci is given  by  i21

IA/Ir
(98(Kn- 8                                                               9+

-   4   2    1 j (th'.,i +0(>e)Ih=ne
+

leef+r' MC>1 . f v (9) ace, (2.46)

9-

68-1 where   q<   are  the  two adj acent zeroes  of V between which the soliton

6    3-    i     ( )(Kan-  KFn)

=  -b JA.Y.'      +    4 32. 1     1(55)F       *
0(ve)j interpolates.    Far to the left (right),   95 is equal  to   qf>- (Ce+)

The overall minus (plus) sign applies when V is negative (positive) between the

two  zeroes.    Note  that  when  V is positive (negative) V'(9_'1,   say, is
f A        K ta'f'    '2k-4 |  2     z            <                                 0(7LJ

greater than (less than) zero.
C

4 J A +/A        +   a   J.     ilk'+ r' Let us write

- -i'   f  1     +     f. re ] + 0(YL).                                                                                         w-  WTT- L V E Vo  + 't V (2.47)

(2.45)

where    \4 is finite.     Then  the 0(  divergent  part  of    Md is given  by
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f Cp+
- i  t" --25<   ic"

,

SMe- a,ver¥.n+      =    2 4  1        9 (Cf) acl'' (2.48) +  G    10  J k'+/A,      i ce.  Vo#(CP)  ct Cl    +    C,(,tl)

CP-

K     f A       Clk_       r       ,
where the overall sign is determined by \4 .

=  +41 Jork Prlvo(90)-\/  COP-1 1  +O(41)
In   OC'ir) the gross features of V are determined by the role it

plays in the theory of second-order (one-loop) perturbations about the
.       t KN   \, 6,. ow). (2.51)o.- r

vacuum: The ultraviolet divergences in one-loop Feynman diagrams constructed

from vertices del*ived from \4 must be cancelled  by divergences in the The divergent parts of expressions (2.45) and (2.51) are manifestly equal
-

tree diagrams assembled  out of vertices derived  from  4 V.    This is shown
and opposite.

graphically in Figure 3 for the case of the vacuum expectation value of In contrast, neither the divergence in (2.45a) nor the divergence in

the time-o,dered product of n scalar fields and two spinor fields.
CO"pl£tp (2.45b)  cancels the infinite part of  Ma. As discussed  in the opening

TheAresult is section, this is the problem that we set out to solve.

9(ce) = - % v:(Ce) + finite, (2.49) III.  Fluctuations about a soliton-antisoliton pair.

The classical field   S-S  of a soliton-antisoliton pair is shown
with

in Figure 4.  We must assume that the soliton and antisoliton are fnr

< *Rlp 1 # AK apart in order to be able to ignore their classical interaction energy.

6.         J  GWi'   -Pt£ tiC     =  17 J„iF». (2.50)

Under such circumstances when X is closer to X,  or  Xi than some distance

The regulator defined by equation (2.50) cuts off spatial variations of the of      0((C')
the function v[9.,00]    is  equal  to  V(x- X.)              or   v 04- x).

respectively, with negligible error.  For any other x between the pair,fields with wavelength shorter than All/A  .  Thus one should consider this

cutoff identical to the parameter employed in (2.45).  Therefore the v[%('01   -d v'[9.,001 are equal to zero and -r  respectively,

with negligible error;  for any other x outside  the pair, V  951 ( *)1 anddivergent part of Mct is
V' Pst (1(i   are  equal  to  zero  and    +r       respectively.      (These  assign-

ments assume, without  loss of generality,  that  91< 9+,and that     (Cp)   0

between 9-  and  9+  ·)
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The Bose normal modes  n  now satisfy

[- fx, + vcx-x.,vcx-x., +v,cx-x.)*]1„=kn.
(3.la) [ i Y. *     + t. J le.   =    «'F. Y. '1'.

I (3.2c)

For  x on either  side  of  the  pair, 4m  satisfies
when x is near   X, ; when x is near Ka , 1„ satifies

[i Y.   *    -r]  Y.    =   CO'.  Y. Y. (3.2d)

[- S + v (xrx)v.(x,-x)  + v,(x.-xt]rl• = wn. n.. (3.lb)

with negligible error.   It is no longer true thatll  is an eigenvector of
For other X I 7·

satisfies
the same Schrodinger operator that characterizes 77 because the virial

1 theorem  (2.9)  only  holds  to  the  left  of   X, ;  to the right  of  x, ,  the

[-  fi,  + t,·11·=  '"'•· vz•
(3.lc)

virial theorem with the minus sign is valid. The sequences 1(Ja.1   and   I (4)F- I

characterizing these eigenfunctions are not necessarily the same as the

with negligible error.

The spinor normal modes tli now satisfy
sequences computed in the preceding section.

As before, one solves for the discrete frequencies in (3.1) and (3.2)

by using information about the asymptotic behavior of the scattering solutions

[-SE + vcx-Ki,v,(x-x.1 + v.(x-x.,R]lt:... e:- Y,a- to these systems of equations.  Because the two scattering centers --  X,

and  XA -- are far apart, this information can be expressed in terms of

iw     Y   =I*  _v, (x- x.)1'1' (3.2a)4/F,A 1,* the transmission and reflection coefficients ofthe one-soliton eigenvalue

equation (2.7).  We shall assume in what follows that the one-soliton

when x is near X, ; when x is near X, D lit satisfies
reflection coefficient R is identically zero.  This is the case, for

[-E + v<x,-*,V,(x,-x, +V.(x,-xt] 4 *.= c€.111.-
example,  in the supersymmetric sine-Gordon  and (,4 models  Ill,   [15].    Then    I T I

is equal to one and

_'·Q'M Y'J- =  I i   +   V. cx,- x31 Y2'* . (3.2b)
T*=T-.' (3.3)

For other x between the pair, 1. ,4 satifies
Tlie   analysis   is very cumbersome otherwise.

Thus the linearly independent scattering solutions of equations
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 .KK to the right.
(3.2) can be chosen to approach 2 to the left of the.pair so

Let us continue to use the boundary conditions introduced in the preceding
that they look like

section.  Then the scalar normal modes are determined by

icKXT -i' e (3.4) .   LK L -1  -TWLT*e - T e =O (3.9)

between the pair, and approach
and the spinor normal modes by

tzKX
T *1 e (3.5) T'(  -"     - -r-' (<M:ter;:,-i"to. (3.10)\ r/ \   K-r  '

to the right of.the pair, with negligible error.  The linearly independent
These relations have the same form as (2.36) and (2.41) so one need only

scattering solutions of the Dirac equation (3.3) can be chosen to approach
follow the steps used to derive equation (2.45) to be able to conclude that

f<w x /   1   )
*21 5 j (3.6)

1(I e. -2-41-   f (2-Q. - 2-4)'e< -1 '(4)                                                                                                                                                                                                     s i                           sr                                                   v                             V

to the left of the pair, so that they look like

. .e [1 . i: i, (3.11)

T"i"H' ( „r'./4-                 c'.7, According to equation  (1.13),  this is equal  to   AM-1  411     . This agrees                             '

C -'.to j
with equation (1.14).

between the pair and approach
This calculation is physically interesting because one can identify   1-2

1                    and
T<(ilk'+/4(ilk'-py, as the semiclassical amplitudes for the

(   -'.'0. ) forward scattering  of elementary  scalars and spinors  by  the ss system.

T 01 C
*/Ex - T+2 ell'Ici

.....
Because the vacuum is the same on either side of the pair, there is no subtlety

t_'_'(+/t 1  K _r tz 3 -r
-€CA) in making this identification according to the usual arguments regarding

- 4(A)
classical time delays  [16]. This is the origin of expression (1.17).

.
Let us now verify by explicit calculation that these amplitudes are

consistent with tlie supersymmetry Ward identity  (1.19) .
(3.8)
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The calculation will be approximate: We shall show that (1.19) is modes are no longer assumed to be discrete because the in-out analysis can

satisfied when one uses 0 ( 'h' ) values for the masses, semiclassical only be performed when the volume is infinite.  In a finite volume an

expressions for the elastic amplitudes, and distorted-wave Born approximations interaction has no well-defined final state because the colliding
return

(DWBA) [17] for the charge-exchange amplitudes.  The DWBA for, say, particles eventually strike the boundaries andAto recollide again and again.

<fs'51 5/b s s 3 is given by From (3.S) one learns that

-liri 3(Ein - E.t.)   0 f swi l HI I b ss>in 47.' (3.12)
97 (,0 - f'(twl) rZX (x)        ·         (3.14)

The weak-coupling interaction Hamiltonian HZ is defined by the cubic so that

terms in the expansion of the canonical Hamiltonian It in powers of the

field fluctuations about  9,g.    The  in  and out states are derived  from the
(loa+ CH) - Ta(lfl) Qi.(K). (3.15}

truncated theory whose Hamiltonian Ho is the quadratic part of H.  In

the truncated theory the semiclassical forward amplitudes are exact.
"

The zero-frequency mode 9  is omitted from (3.13)  because it will not

Let us construct the in and out Fock spaces of the truncated theory. be relevant to the calculations that follow.

The annihilation operators are determined by the Fourier representations of The scalar annihilation operators satisfy the canonical algebra

the canonical fields.  For scalars, one writes

CRN  4 -itto('*) [a;. Ck), at(K,)] =Icl-+ (w),alt (K'11= *3(k- k').        (3.16)

7.   ci) - Ces,=      f '1::wc ,   Cl i. (k) 7*  (x)
e + 6. c.

The annihilation operators for the spinor field are determined by

f _sti Out      -i tlo

=  J  r-wi Clout (k) '4   e      + 6.c.
1• ,©t 1        -

(3.13) 11'- -f [6,"ck,111 (x,e-   +6.c.1 +64(X-X,)--66 (x.-x)

t.     r out c<k r Ollt aot 1
For positive   K      , 7* cx) Lr,sp. .1„ cx,1 is the scattering solution .  -f = Lb-+Ck)9*  cub-    +6.c.j+64'(X-XA- SOI *0(a- X).

/ 9
of equation (3.1) that behaves like e for x to the left (resp. to the

(3.17)

right) of the soliton-antisoliton pair. For negative K , fli  (97')
4 ICX

behaves like (1 for x to the right (left) of the pair.  The normal
For positive  K  ,  't " ('1  't)

is the scattering solution of equation (3.2)

behaving like
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-4<' EX r
2 low(cO+k,1 r +2(00+ kj                                   -:1,1

-t< f s' 1 1 HIl b s,Z E 4    <si l bb-*(k) It \Ax *11' V'(Cf,sil 7.1

»   -/((0 + K) (3.18)
. atin (K) iff>

for x to the left (right) of the pair.  The asymmptotic conditions for
/ i.!.!1121 '1 (

negative K are similar.  The in and out operators are related by = r  411 JaM.,Ce'(wi l-' T'(lkl) l/lk,-7 / )clx V'(CPr)

//.IWI V.4 \ ,  /   in *

bo.+ (k) = T2(1*1) 1,·IM,-r J bin(k). (3.19)
v(*-x,)72(x, ta,- v'(9*,11 r.   (x),

(3.23)

The overall phase of (3.18) is chosen to make the supersymmetry transformations

as simple as possible.  With this choice of phase, (1.19) is the correct Let us from now on assume for definiteness that W is positive.  The

expansion of (1.16). incident boson and  exiting fermion  each have momentum Ck .      11,e     k e t    I s i>

The liermitian operators 6 and b create zero-frequency levels is the normalized groundstate of Ho .  The last expression in (3.23)

bound to the soliton and antisoliton, respectively.  They have no in-out reflects the use of the Fourier representations of the fields, the relation-
I.

labels because these normalizable modes do not propagate.  The canonical ship between  6;n    and     -*, the definition of  11,    and the connection

anticommutation algebra is between the upper and lower components of eigenmodes   of the Dirac   eqitation.

q'

"                          1 b'. ck), bI. (k,)1=  tbea. (wj, 61+ (K')1- 4 5(k- \<') of the soliton, one replaces  the  factors   V"(q;, 1 and    V'(9>,1 1

Because     V'(X- Xi) falls off rapidly when x is not close to the position

-                                                                                                                                                      in  (3.23) by \4 (X-X,)     and  , (X-)(i       with negligible error.   For the

1 6,.   ck, , b i  =   i  6.    Ck) , Si =  i 6, 65 ·o purpose of evaluating the integral in (3.23), one may also for the same
00

6,/                                                                                                 4            W/4

6n

reason regard 7 and 1,    as solutions of equation (3.10) for 211 x,

In           In
,   a= rle' (3.22) with negligible error. The asymptotic

conditions  on   1.      and     11)       ihen  have
, this immediate consequerice:  Within this idealization, for positive K  ,

We may now write                                                                                                            .4. In
 

TM  (%, = IAW (W +K)1  (t, •,(4'+K,)7'2 .
(3.24)
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ih

of x,  which is fixed by the asymptotic conditions  on  1 K    to be -22 KIt follows that (3.23) may be rewritten with negligible error, as

Thus the second integral can be evaluated in closed form, provided

-,< f s' 5  1  HI I  b si >,„ = 11:" [in J:IM„(.i'(*11, [2 (0 (0 + t,)1 '* (/4-#w• W 1'  one uses the asymptotic characterizations of 16; ,     and *   articulated
earlier. The result is

/4.K+F i Ar 1   in * 1/0          r         r.1-' r --'/2
'

T'(x)  (72;Iiliv,(x-x,)V(x-x,)1"  LD,- V.(x-x.1.19'k Jx < fs'% 1 HI l 'Oss >in= hitk Lair JA&,co.1  Lacocc»+ K,1OU,t

C  " K +F \ /lk+ 4\= Igir ji 3-' 1-I2«,(«'+Wr(/•-'.(«'+k)) T'(k) CLIK-23 '94-2(w+H)) T2(K) (Lk-  ) + 0(t,").
(3.27)

· f  tx  1 [vcx-x.,v,(x-x,) + v,(x-x,fl D. 11:12
This is to be substituted into (3.12) to obtain the distorted wave Born

N

- 3.[172" v. (x-xf]   "[7; 0 4,        m'     "1-      fl.,           7,  'lk 1
approximation to the charge-exchange scattering amplitude

<  f (k') S* 5 1     1  b(k )S s>

.D,V, (x-x,) (3.25)

ie -'4

2  -'tit-Lac, (CO+K,1  TS(K) c K-r)-' (r +1(co+K))
This is the final step in the calculation of the DWBA matrix element because

the entire integrand between the curly brackets in (3.25) is a perfect

'S-(k-K'). (3.28)
derivative: One learns from the eigenvalue equation (3.la) that

Iv (x-x,) Va (X-x,) +  v,(x-x,jaja, In< la
The other exchange amplitudes are computed in the same way.  The

ih 21 results are

= .3'I.(02(1<„7:la  + ID,rz* 11.
(3.26)

<f(K') S-SISI b(K)5*5>-<Rk') S'51 516(KISS>,      (3.29)One also learns from the eigenvalue equation that the Wronskian enclosed

by the last pair of square brackets in (3.25) is a constant, independent
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IV. Additional Remarks.

< FCK')sf 1 5 1 6(K)si*) 9  < SCK,)35* I S I b(K),5 >

/A*4 -,/2
reliable soliton mass calculations in many other supersymmetric theories.

We regard the analysis in Section II as a model for practical and

+    2.'(K)  [Mt, ((A)+:11  T(k, 9* +i(CO+K)) 5(K- K.,
It would be interesting to learn that other kinds of algebras in other

(3.30)
theories could be used in the same way.  It would also be interesting to know

whether one can apply similar ideas to the quantization of solitons that
The overall sign of the last expression in equation (3.30) is fixed by the

classically do not have the lowest energy consistent with their topological
order of the creation operators in the definition

properties -- the sine-Gordon breather [15] and the Julia-Zee dyon [9]

are familiar examples.  Perhaps, following reference [111, there are also

I f ss * >o=+   2    4-'  600  (Kl 5135>. applications to instanton physics.
(3.31)

We are intrigued by the important role that the charge-exchange

amplitudes play in the supersymmetry Ward identity (1.19).  It would be
It's now a simple matter to check that equation (1.19) is satisfied

interesting to see if they could be more directly implicated in a mass

by the approximate amplitudes (3.28), (3.29), and (3.30), together with
calculation.

the semiclassical elastic amplitudes
Finally, it is especially striking that formula (1.16) does not

depend on the details of the potential V.  We do not know if this has any

<brK')ss|Sl 6(K)ss> - Ta(k) S(k-K')
significance.

<1:CK')S-si S lf(K)S-S>* Ta(K) <i   1  S(k-k'),

(3.32)
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-  v'(cp, * lf].
(A.1)

One cannot expand the canonical energy in powers of P unless the integral

in (A.1) is zero.

Conservation of both H and P is ensured if all the fields are quantized

.
with periodic boundary conditions.  But then one can't study the energy of

an isolated soliton, since in such a state the expectation of * at the

two  ends  of the container are unequal.     I f the function    OP) is symmetric

about the field value *(CP+,9.1 then one may avoid this ohjection by

using the boundary conditions

rl(-L/2.)=-9.(L/2.)    13,9(-L/1)= - b,tCL/2)

le(-1/2)= 6-,1 (L/2). (A.2)

This condition on the spinor field was introduced in a slightly

different context in reference  181. As before,  1    is  9 -  Cfs
Let us assume the conditions (A. 2) in what follows.  It would be interesting
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to   know   if one could relax the symmetry restriction   on V. i Pit

According to references [6] and 17] the momentum expansion of the soliton's rn, n
ii):S  Z  («),m.«2,„)-' I fax 'P:D..11:1,

energy is to be extracted from a sum of connected reynman diagrams with no

external legs.  The interaction vertices depend explicitly on P, and i pit    9      -,
involve integral s over space   and   time. The spatial integrals cover   the + 81£,             Wfn           f  & x  Pal  Yn i (A.4)

quantization volume.  The extent t of the time integration is a parameter

that one sends to infinity at the end of the calculation.  For large t, Diagram 58 is equal to

this  sum  of  graphs  is  equal  to  -it H(P)/4 . -itpy
We want now to indicate in a general way how this method is to be applied iMS' 2 co'. [fl, 3,9, 0.7.][ja'S'll V, f'. pr]

to our supersymmetric models when one computes the one-loop correction to -4 te     F-
the pa term in H. We shall then show by an example that it confirms

.   3%5  '61  f ax· x (a.9,) V, (x) it 9,"
our mass formula (1.16).

-i te
The relevant vertices involving the spinor fields are represented by

-    4RS  Z «'.fax  ty.,1' [v,2- 7,(x(vv,+VI'))].
./the following effective action

lip, (·A.5)

f d'x EAT*)v,(x)911' +Ia,16' Y]. (A.3)

The first equality in (A.5) can be derived using a  trick  explained in

The derivation of (A.3) is a straight-forward extension of the arguments reference   171. The second equality   is a straightforward application  of

used in references [6] and [7] to construct the vertices that involve only
equation (2.23) and the virial theorem (2.9).

the scalar field t ·  Figure 5 shows the one-loop graphs to which the The general analysis becomes very complicated at this point, so we

vertices in (A.3) contribute.  As in Section II, solid lines represent the shall content ourselves with an outline of the remainder of the calculation

spinor propagator; a dashed line represents the scalar propagator (2.5),but under the special  assumption that V has the sine-Gordon form, (1.15).

with the zero-frequency term deleted.  The tadpole vertex in Figure 5a In this case, the classical mass is I15]

is explained in reference [6].

The value of graph Sb is, for large t, M., - 95/:
(A.6)
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The subscript "B" on the coupling constant has been deleted, since A turns

i Kn X
out to require no renormalization.  The bare mass can be related to the

rl.  =     N.   e               l i K.   -6/ytaily*xl
physical mass of the fundamental boson in a straightforward calculation

with the result

2   1
42     A       ©2 K

420=  Sty"(1 +   *F L = + oc'e)). (A.7) N-:   s    L  co:.   [1  -    C w   „  r-']         +  o ce-7, ..)

Con"= COCK.)
Thus, if (1.16) is to be reconfirmed, we expect to find that LK. L

-,

e            =    -(21(n + /,4)(i K.-,8)                                      (A. 10)'

51/4 C    .       12  f A       a k                4
M-      -A'   C l    ,-     .ir     Jo 1/24*z)   -   If (1    +  \  FB *  · )   , oCe) and the spinor normal modes, normalizations and quantization conditions:

=   1,2 ( ,      SA' 1    + 0 (e).                                                                                                                    ·        /        ,A     1 - 41'r 4' It: X   /    i  KM     -   /4    tank/w X

(A.8)
PH =N: d      

+ CO#h'      
////// 

The ingredients in the evaluation of (A.4) and (A.5) are: the potential

and its derivatives as functions of position 115]: (N'.f' s :IL W'. [l- 2 Gli./4-'1 + o (e-FL)

i K,i L

\4 cx)= -2 Vcx). -/AASCC. 1 4X
e             =  i u,F  Cik'-/ty' (A.11)

vi (x, =  -r tank/ x       ;                                                                                                         /  1  \
(A.9)

9   =    1          1  U  sex
. (A.12)

C 0 '1 #

the scalar normal modes, nomalizations, and quantization conditions [19] : These functions are simple enough that the integrals in (A.4) and (A.5)

can be performed analytically (the normalizations in (A.10) and (A.11)
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ires.*1+  for +I,u
were  computed   in   the   same   wa.                        ribution  of   (A. 5)   to   11 is The contribution of the mass counterterm is not included in (A.15) .

Let us rewrite the first term in (A.14) as

-  A44  r r .. _. 1   -A,t (A CRK -A44 (+00 e-                       ir.
wr 6· LL' co,1 +0([91  =    ¥lr L.Pm: to ( h.). liM   |Aste   1-- ellK,  I(0(K,)  1 5ROO- (K&) sink-  L (k.*k,) +'ElE-4 o.

(A.13) +00

- CO-,(*,1 I-*Q'(* sinka [i  (K,+ kl) +i£li .
The result for the contribution of (A.4) is (A.16)

too +00
--2.# 1
196,01  1   clK,  f  Jlk, (60(K,1 -41(Ki))(CJ (ki)-

cO-1(k,)) The parameter £   is inserted to regulate the artificial singularities
-00

tha  introduced by this decomposition.  Each-00 at   Ki + Wi =0

1 -A W . integral can now be evaluated using the method of residues.  The second
•   S i n h        T  CE, + Ki)/»

integral,  in the limit  that £ vanishes,  is  -L*.c/lr   .    In  the  same  limit,

- A-Irir    coCK) s.c\11(]IM) dlk  + 0(YL).
the  first   €Rkl     integral  is

64/A e \Ar
Si   8     2 (2"i-  32111--IT , R ITC,

F jeck F  - 177* 6 [39••'- Pr+ 1]'

(A.14)

-2             -21

=-  5,91''Pi - 'i403- i-[3-'., •,] -[P- ,·'.-,] fThe cutoff has been deleted from (A. 14) because these integrals converge. n.,

In addition, one can easily adapt the calculations in reference [7] to the
-Tr  , 1 7T K,

4  (81 - t.)-1sine-Gordon interaction, obtaining the following result for the contributions .  F sech F- 7%  r
of the one-loop graphs having no internal spinor lines: (A.17)

Al r (A aK 1
We are able to evaluate the sum on the second line because it is in the

4'Tr  L I  +   Jo FIW, 1. (A.15) form of a telescoping series.  The first term in (A.17) cancels the

second term in (A.14).  Thus, the entire expression (A.14) may be replaced
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by an elementary integral whose value turns out to be -CA //,TrrA of two fundamental particl es.      Thus the ratio    Mlt  /1 M,      can be computed

It is now appropriate to assemble the pieces.  The result is using the theory of perturbations about the vacuum.  The perturbation series

for the soliton mass M  is then determined by consistency: it follows

from (A.19) that

 /M = 7Mc, +(All)+(Al'i)+CAIS) +0(41)

A'/ 41 At, ..&\2 1
9-YA

=     *4  <  1  +   4;F   )    + 0
(e). A A=   A ,  [     i  -    c 2+1, J  1 .

(A.20)

(A.18)

The mass ratio    Nia /2Mi   was  computed  past   0 (42)      for  the  purely

The counterterm from (A.7) has been included in (A.18).  Equation (A.18) bosonic sine-Gordon theory in reference I15].  It is straightforward to

is clearly in agreement with the expected value (A.8) that was derived from
adapt the scheme of that calculation to the supersymmetric model.  The

(1.16). result is

The supersymmetric sine-Gordon model is special because it exhibits

an infinite number of locally conserved currents  [81. One expects on this                                            .fts               ' <1 + . r    + OCK,).2M, = | - (A.21)

account that all particle production reactions are dynamically forbidden

[20].  In two-dimensional spacetime this implies that every multiparticle It is easy to show that the value for M obtained by substituting (A.21)

S-matrix element can be expressed in a well-defined way as a product of into (A.20) is in complete agreement with equation (A.8).

two-body elastic scattering amplitudes [21].

Factorizability of the S-matrix has this consequence [221:  The

soliton-antisoliton system has a sequence of bound states with masses

Mn E 2/V\sin n ro (A. 19)

 '  is some positive number. The index n can be any positive integer

less  than  or  equal  to  Ir//2 1'   . One identifies Mt, with KtA ,   the
mass of the fundamental particle. 84 A is interpreted as a bound state
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Figure Captions

1.  Leading contribution to 2-point function of Q .

2. One-loop contributions to 2-point function of Q .
N '

3.  The tree-level divergences in *U cancel the one-loop divergences

due to iteration of \4  , in the n-scalar, two-spinor Green's

function.  The value of each graph is indicated below it.  The

integers in brackets are combinatorial weights.   6- is defined  in

equation (2.50).

4.   Graph of classical  field    CPSI 00  for a soliton-antisoliton pair.

S. One-loop contributions   to    -£ t P'AME involving internal spinor lines.
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